
SCHEME 5
Autumn RAG Spring RAG Summer RAG

Index notation and laws (multiply, divide, 

power to a power)
Solve inverse proportion problems Factorising single brackets 

Rearrange formulae Draw box plots from raw data Apply relative frequency in context 

Find the area of trapezium
Cumulative frequency, box plots, upper and 

lower quartiles, median and IQR

Complex loci (perpendicular to a point and 

from a point)

Standard index form for large numbers
Work out the equation of a line between two 

points

Solve linear inequalities and represent the 

solution set on a number line

Estimated mean from grouped frequency table

Find nth term of simple quadratic sequences Calculate arc length and sector area Upper and lower bounds

Solve problems involving the lengths, areas or 

volumes of similar shapes

Multiply and divide fractions by fractions, 

including cross cancelling
Reflect in lines given in y = x + c form

Pythagoras' theorem (including exact answers) Expanding double brackets 
Use  the elimination method to solve 

simultaneous linear equations

Volume and surface area of right prisms 

(including cylinders)

Find the intersection of 2 straight line graphs 

using a graphical and algebraic method

Find the original amount after a given 

percentage change

Assessments: During this year you will have three formal tests, including your end of year exam.
Each half term, you will do an assessment grid for at least one of the topics covered. This will be used to help you pick out any areas 

to work on, and to give you a grade for each half term.

How to use this grid: When you have studied a topic in class, fill in the RAG column based on your confidence. 

If it's green, great! Make some revision notes to help keep yourself confident.

If it's red or amber, ask your teacher for some help. This will be a topic you need to focus on when revising, so 

it's good to sort out any problems early!
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